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ABSTRACT 
Ensemble, the National Science Digital Library (NSDL) Pathways 
project for Computing, builds upon a diverse group of prior 
NSDL, DL-I, and other projects. Ensemble has shaped its 
activities according to principles related to design, development, 
implementation, and operation of distributed portals. Here we 
articulate 8 key principles for distributed portals (PDPs). While 
our focus is on education and pedagogy, we expect that our 
experiences will generalize to other digital library application 
domains. These principles inform, facilitate, and enhance the 
Ensemble R&D and production activities. They allow us to 
provide a broad range of services, from personalization to 
coordination across communities. The eight PDPs can be briefly 
summarized as: (1) Articulation across communities using 
ontologies. (2) Browsing tailored to collections. (3) Integration 
across interfaces and virtual environments. (4) Metadata 
interoperability and integration. (5) Social graph construction 
using logging and metrics. (6) Superimposed information and 
annotation integrated across distributed systems. (7) Streamlined 
user access with IDs. (8) Web 2.0 multiple social network system 
interconnection. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.3.7 [Digital Libraries]: Distributed Portal.  

General Terms 
Design, Human Factors, Standardization. 

Keywords 
Adaptive Education System, Distributed Portal, Ontology, Superimposed 
Information. 

1 Introduction 
Variation of access methods used by people and variety of content 
that may not transfer well between access methods motivates the 
need for a distributed portal. Ensemble was designed to provide 
content, regardless of whether the patron uses a standard browser, 
a Facebook application, or Second Life. As the design of the 
distributed portal proceeded it became clear that some content did 
not transfer well across these mechanisms. For example, there are 
a number of resources in Second Life that could be used by 
teachers and students in Second Life (e.g., virtual objects and 
virtual world activities) but they would not have a representation, 
other than metadata (and maybe images), outside of Second Life. 
Ensemble’s core services provide the ability to locate such 
resources across all of the portals, but the Ensemble Second Life 
portal includes a richer, museum-like interface for browsing and 
comprehending these objects. Thus, one of the lessons learned in 
the design of distributed portals is that while not all content has to 
be presented equally across all portals, the portals should provide 
basic access and the ability for the patron to change portals should 
they become interested in resources best understood in another 
form. This is an example of how the portals, being built on 
different mediums of communication, modify the messages that 
can be conveyed. 

Ensemble is a distributed computing portal according to at least 
three different interpretations: (1) Ensemble sits over a collection 
of information that is distributed in location and in ownership, (2) 
Ensemble represents the viewpoints of different topical domains 
in accessing its information, and (3) Ensemble provides native 
implementations based in a variety of information environments. 
The first interpretation deals largely with data, the second largely 
with information, and the third largely with users. 

The first aspect, data, is a conventional one. By its nature, a portal 
serves as intermediary between its users and the resources that it 
presents. Technologies such as federated databases and standards 
such as OAI-PMH enable these facilities. 
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The second aspect, information, involves the ways that different 
areas of computing view their topics. Clearly, these views overlap, 
but the context for each may differ. For example, the view of 
networking from the perspectives of information technology and 
from computer science varies based on their distance from the 
lowest level implementation. Similar differences are immediately 
obvious in the different areas’ treatment of core topics such as 
database technology. Accordingly, Ensemble includes tools such 
as Walden’s Paths in order to allow the addition of context to 
individual pieces of information. 

The third aspect, users, indicates that different individuals may 
prefer to use different interfaces to gain access to information. For 
this reason, and since it serves diverse communities, Ensemble 
contains user interfaces implemented in multiple computing 
environments, including WWW, Second Life, and Facebook. 
Each interface is designed to operate in its own context. This 
differs from an implementation in which one interface is 
privileged, and the others serve primarily as ways to gain access 
to it. 

The concept of a distributed portal is essential for Ensemble. It is 
not common for the “build it and they will come” model to work. 
We must go where our users are, at least until we offer something 
they consider essential to something they want. We must follow 
eight essential principles for distributed portals (see Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1: PDP-8 overview 

2 Principles of Distributed Portals 
2.1 Articulation Across Communities using 

Ontologies 
Ensemble established a Fedora Commons central repository for 
content with a Drupal front end allowing users to browse, search, 
and contribute computing educational resources. Drupal supports 
discussion and collaboration for focused groups, such as: CS1 
(first course in Computer Science), TECH (Technology that 
Educators of Computing Hail), and FOCES (Future of Computing 
Education Summit). But these groups use different terminology. 
We approach corresponding access problems by using ontologies. 

Ensemble PI Cassel, at Villanova, leads efforts to develop a 
Computing Ontology (CO – see http://what.csc.villanova.edu/ 
twiki/bin/view/Main/OntologyProject). We obtained a copy in 
OWL (Web Ontology Language) format and loaded it into 
Drupal, but response time was unacceptable. We will use this 
ontology for a variety of purposes, so we loaded it into Fedora. 

A first experiment with the ontology was run at Portland State. 
Given syllabi for six database courses as input, we represented the 
syllabi in a uniform manner using an XML schema 
(http://datalab.cs.pdx.edu/ensemble/syllabus/pages/files/syllabus_
schema_1.3.xsd), devised for the purpose. Topics were labeled by 
hand using the CO. Several tools to compare the labeled syllabi 
were tested (Figure 2). Though there was general agreement, 
further analysis is needed to find the causes of labeling 
differences. 

 
Figure 2: Syllabus comparison with ontology 

To promote content reusability and knowledge modeling in 
several specific areas of computing, the University of Pittsburgh 
group developed several more detailed ontologies for three 
popular domains: C programming, Java programming, and SQL. 
All ontologies are currently available in RDF form from 
Pittsburgh’s PAWS lab web site. The content developed by the 
PAWS lab and released to the Ensemble portal is indexed by 
concepts from these ontologies. In the course of our project work 
we collaborated with other research teams such as Prof. Kumar at 
Ramapo College and Prof. Mitrovic from the University of 
Canterbury in cross system content reuse. Due to the ontology-
based indexing, we were able to integrate content from several 
systems while providing full modeling of student knowledge [1]. 

2.2 Browsing Tailored to Collections 
The Ensemble portal collects selected computing educational 
resources from participating sites. Each site has its own collection 
structure, and browsing at the originating site has tailored support, 
based on how the target community likes to explore. We wanted 
to provide the same type of tailored browsing service, for each 
Ensemble-hosted collection. Yet, our Fedora repository had to 
support Dublin Core metadata, as is required by OAI-PMH. 

Fortunately, OAI-PMH also allows additional metadata formats. 
Hence we devised a new tailored metadata format for each 
specialized collection, as well as an XSLT stylesheet so metadata 
collections and records could be well presented. See Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Metadata and Stylesheets 
When we want to harvest a new collection from another site, we 
only need to change the two XSLT stylesheets for this new 
collection. One example of this is when the user browses the 
CSTA collection and is able to see the hierarchy of content that is 
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present on the original CSTA site. Thus, we can reflect the rich 
structure of the constituent collections. 

2.3 Integration Across Interfaces and Virtual 
Environments 

Our general approach is to make use of a backend (with Fedora 
and a social network graph, etc.) to serve a variety of front-end 
systems, each connected with a different environment and 
interface. The three initial interfaces are the Drupal site at 
http://computingportal.org, the Ensemble Pavillion in Second 
Life, and a prototype Facebook interface, CATspace, managed by 
co-PI Edwards. While general services like searching and 
browsing can be supported in each of these, there are particular 
features of each such environment that distinguish them and call 
for a different approach and perspective. 

Second Life (SL), a user-created 3D virtual environment, is a tool, 
a social network, a collection, and an ever-evolving user 
generated site. Many academic and research efforts are involved 
in this virtual environment. Co-PI Fox is part of a related NSF-
funded project that has developed the Digital Preserve in SL to 
support those interested in digital preservation and curation. SL 
allows community members to communicate in different ways 
from what is common on Facebook or with Drupal. 

Our exploration of the environment integration challenge thus 
considers services that can be: 1) provided fully and in similar 
fashion in each environment; 2) provided fully but in very 
different ways in different environments; or 3) provided fully in 
some environments, but only partially or not at all in others. 

2.4 Metadata Interoperability and Integration 
Any distributed portal should be able to support multiple metadata 
standards. Yet, many repositories have some unique features that 
cannot be entirely captured using the current standards. Some of 
the standards allow users to tailor their metadata but then it is not 
possible to search for these metadata individually without 
knowing the customized fields in advance. For example, though 
AlgoViz uses OAI-PMH along with Dublin Core, that format has 
a limited number of elements which are not sufficient to map 
some of the fields that AlgoViz possess. Designers should 
consider the information necessary to properly reflect collection 
structure, as well as the additional information needed to represent 
social networking data and superimposed information as 
metadata. Thus, metadata interoperability and integration is at the 
heart of a distributed portal.  

2.5 Social Graph Construction using Logging 
and Metrics 

Social graphs can provide a better understanding of user-user and 
user-content interactions [2]. The knowledge then can be applied 
to provide personalized user services. A distributed portal will 
contain disparate social networks. While most elements of the 
networks will be static, user logs and metrics will provide a range 
of dynamic information. Analysis of these networks and their 
contextual information can reveal interesting user behavior, 
different user roles, and communities with similar interests. 

Usage of log data also will help developers in making changes in 
the portals that can enhance user experiences. A large number of 
personalized services depend on web metrics. Usage log analysis 
shows key pieces of information like average time spent on a 
certain page, bounce rate, and exit percentage for a webpage. 

Identifying similar users depending on their interests and 
providing them with possibly helpful content to explore is another 
advantage of having a robust logging system.  

Having metrics also can facilitate social navigation. Online 
communities are using social navigation to help guide users 
through large numbers of large collections. The distributed nature 
of communities and content in a portal demands a system that will 
allow users to see how other users have walked though the 
information space; see Figure 4. Social navigation also poses 
benefits for sites with possible privacy and security concerns [3].  

2.6 Superimposed Information and Annotation 
Integrated Across Distributed Systems 

At the heart of superimposed information (SI) is the ability to 
reference (parts of) documents - that are present anywhere inside 
(and outside) of the distributed portal. For Ensemble, we have 
implemented a prototype subdocument tracking feature in Fedora, 
as an extension of our earlier work based on DSpace [4]. It allows 
a user to read a Word document from a Fedora repository and 
select subdocuments in it. Each selected subdocument is exported 
using a new function we have built into Word, and is stored in a 
workspace area in the file system. The user separately invokes a 
Fedora agent we have written, which ingests the subdocument into 
Fedora as a digital library object. The agent also populates the 
usual metadata fields for the object. Finally, the agent searches the 
repository for the original document. If the original is found, the 
agent creates two relationship links between the original and the 
new subdocument object. One of these new links indicates that the 
subdocument is “part of” the original; the other indicates that the 
original object “contains” the subdocument object. 

We also modified the default Fedora browsing client as follows. 
When browsing a library document that has “contains” links, the 
modified browser shows all contained subdocuments below the 

 
Figure 4: Social graph created using different log information. 
The figure shows (top) sample log data and (middle) 2 social 
graphs based on Topics of Interest (TOI) and URLs visited, 
respectively. Their overlap reveals groups with special interests 
(bottom). 
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containing document. When browsing a library document that has 
“part of” links, the modified browser has containing documents 
below contained documents. 

2.7 Streamlined User Access with IDs 
Distributed portal users often have accounts on many systems. 
The Ensemble portal cooperates with diverse partner sites to help 
users manage their Internet identities (IDs). Since users may 
already have many IDs, such as for Facebook, Google email, 
OpenID, Twitter, etc., we can make use of these IDs to streamline 
the login process by enabling users to login to the Ensemble site 
using their existing IDs, e.g., for their OpenID and Facebook 
accounts. We will support more IDs in the near future. 

2.8  Web 2.0 with Multiple Social Network 
System Interconnection 

One of the Ensemble project goals is to create a social network 
environment. We use Drupal, a content management system, to 
create a social networking web site. Drupal provides various 
features and extensible modules for us to interconnect with 
current popular social network sites (SNS). We use Twitter to 
announce up-to-date news, activities, and events to followers. 
Members can tweet their findings in the portal and share with 
those who follow them. We have an Ensemble Facebook page and 
use our social network connections in Facebook to invite friends 
to our site. The main purpose to use these two SNS is to create 
another way to build the Ensemble user base. 

As we grow our network, our planned award system will be 
deployed, operating in integrated manner across environments and 
services. Fortunately, the path has already been paved by several 
Drupal developers who have authored “rewards” plug-in modules 
we hope to leverage or extend: 

 The User Points [5] module “provides an API for users to gain or 
lose points for performing certain actions on the site”. This serves 
as the foundation, and works in conjunction with other modules to 
manage user points for actions, e.g., logging in, adding a picture, 
voting, posting a node or comment, etc. 

 The User Points Top Contributors [6] module displays top 
contributors during the lifetime of a user, or for a defined time 
period. The User Badges [7] module allows certain user point 
totals to trigger the assignment of a “badge” (represented by a 
thumbnail image) to the user. These could be connected to the 
points necessary to earn them, e.g., “the 1,000 point club”, or not, 
e.g., “newbie”, “hacker”, “guru”. 

The downfall of the “points” model of rewards is information 
loss. Since there is only a single number used to summarize a 
user’s contributions, the actions that led to the total are hidden. 
We will start from the existing modules described above and work 
toward implementing the more general badge system that can be 
seen at stackoverflow.com. 

3 Conclusions 
The Ensemble portal beta was launched at the 2009 NSDL annual 
meeting. We demonstrated nine collections: AlgoViz, CITIDEL, 
PAWS, CSTA, Computer Virtual Museum, Walden’s Paths, 
Digital Library Curriculum, Computer Science Syllabi, and 
PlanetMath. We created five communities including ACM, CS1 
community site, TECH developers, The Ensemble Design and 
Development Effect, and Future of Computing Education Summit 
(FOCES). Three tools were included: Visual Knowledge Builder, 
Ensemble in Second Life, and Walden’s Paths. We continue 
working to gather more computing educational resources from 
different partner sites, support more communities, include more 
Web 2.0 services and tools, and to create a social network 
environment with targeted and focused materials for our audience. 
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Figure 5: Overview of our Subdocument 
Processing  
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